To Submit, or Resubmit, That Is the Question
Most manuscripts that are published in journals are not accepted immediately; rather, the vast majority of them initially receive revise-and-resubmit decisions. Authors should view an invitation to revise and resubmit as good news because it means the journal has found value with the article. If authors make a considered effort to address reviewers' comments, then in all probability, the resubmitted article will be accepted for publication.
When faced with having to address a long list of reviewer criticisms, authors may contemplate whether a better strategy might be to just ship the manuscript to a completely different journal, especially if the journal editor has set a short deadline for resubmission. The temptation to submit elsewhere rather than revise may be particularly strong when reviewers suggest a significant narrowing of the manuscript's focus, which would necessitate substantial rewriting. Comments about narrowing the focus generally reflect reviewer opinion that the manuscript contains too much or divergent content. In some cases, the authors' decision to produce a longer manuscript is intentional, whether to minimize the workload of having to prepare multiple shorter manuscripts or because of the authors' desire to provide more comprehensive coverage of a topic. Producing a more succinct revision is probably a better remedy than trying to get the same long manuscript published somewhere else. Submission to a different journal is no guarantee that the reviewer comments will be better, or even different. In some cases, the manuscript may actually get sent to the same people. In most cases, the best overall strategy is to make revising the manuscript a priority, beginning the process well before the deadline to allow time to manage thorny issues. If revisions are extensive and more time is needed, many journals will permit reasonable deadline extensions.
Although resubmission is usually the preferred choice, there are situations in which it might be better to find a new journal for the paper. When reviewers question whether the paper is consistent with the journal's focus and authors cannot provide a suitable justification, then it is wise to seek out a different, more relevant journal. Another situation in which it might be better to send the manuscript elsewhere is when a reviewer asks for additional analysis for which data are not available. Authors cannot analyze data they do not Western Journal of Nursing Research 39 (2) have. Unless authors can find literature citations or get input from analysis experts to provide a compelling argument against the reviewer's requirement, it may not be possible to address this type of reviewer comment.
There are two additional types of reviewer criticisms that are especially daunting to address-those that question whether the paper contributes new knowledge and those that identify problems with study design. To address the former, authors may have to substantially rework a paper to clarify the study's contribution to the field. Because of the rewriting required, papers with this type of problem are also difficult to recast for other journals. For a paper in which reviewers identify fundamental flaws with the research design, such as problems with sample inclusion criteria or with the measures used to assess key constructs, authors may have to decide whether the paper is suitable for publication at all. If the authors cannot present a compelling rationale for design decisions, the paper should not be resubmitted. Submitting the study to a different journal in the hopes that reviewers will not detect the problem is not only inappropriate but may be unethical. A potential solution for studies having design issues is for authors to consider whether the data from the project might be used to address a different research question. Any resulting papers would need to make it clear that the new project is a secondary data analysis.
When a paper comes back from review, the decision about whether it gets revised, submitted to a different journal, or removed from the publication pipeline entirely depends on the nature of the reviewers' comments and the authors' capacity to adequately respond to them. To make that decision process go more smoothly, there are some techniques authors can use when examining reviewer comments. When a manuscript comes back, it is helpful to reread the comments over the course of several days to avoid misinterpretations and to get over any negative affective reactions to them. Reading the manuscript without doing any revisions or editing and focusing solely on content may help the author see the paper from the reviewers' perspective. Making an itemized and theme-grouped list of reviewer comments may condense the number of issues to be addressed if more than one reviewer identifies the same problem with the paper. A theme-grouped list also permits an estimate of the magnitude of work required to revise a paper. Discussions with co-authors about reviewers' comments can facilitate the revision process. Consulting with colleagues who were not involved with the manuscript can provide a fresh perspective on whether the paper should be resubmitted to the same journal.
Authors may regard dealing with reviewer comments as yet another hurdle in the never-ending battle to get their research published. But as burdensome as the process might be, reviewers are our best defense against bad
